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6NOMENCLATURE
a	 Panel chord
ak	Modal amplitude for transverse displacement
ak	Dimensionless modal amplitude,	 ak/h
bO ,bR Modal amplitudes for in-plane displacement
D	 Plate modulus,	 Eh3 /12(l -V )
E	 Modulus of elasticity
(Fz ) k Generalized force associated with k th transverse mode
h	 Panel thickness
h0	Local total enthalpy, local enthalpy + (u2+v2)/2
k	 Wave number, 27►/a
K	 Running spring constant, panel in-plane restraint spring
M	 Free-stream Mach number
N	 Number of assumed modes for transverse displacement
p	 Pressure
P10	 Free-stream static pressure
AP	 Static pressure difference across panel; positive if
cavity pressure exceeds free-stream static pressure
AP	Dimensionless static pressure difference, y p a4/Dh
q	 Free-stream dynamic pressure, PU2/2
q	 Heat-transfer rate
R 
	 Applied in-plane load
R
xu	
Applied in-plane load varying with time
Rx ,R
Xu 
Dimensionless in-plane loads - dimensional loads referred
to	 D/a2
t	 Time
iii
6u	 Local velocity component in x direction
U	 Free-stream speed
v Local velocity con;ponent in	 y	 direction
w Transverse displacement
w Amplitude of transverse displacement: w(x,t) = w(x)eiwt
x In-plane (axial) coord:nate
y Transverse coordinate, Sec. IV
z Transverse coordinate
IY' In-plane restraint parameter,	 K/[K+Eh/a(l -V 2)]
y Gas constant for free-stream 	 (y= 1.4)
b Viscous t 1lermal•-layer thickness measured from	 x	 axis
8 Y Mass displacement thickness defined by Eq.	 (4.10)
b 1 Density defect thickness defined by Eq. (4.13)
Erthalpy displacement thickness defined by Eq.	 (4.14)
8 Momentum defect thickness defined oy Eq. (4.11)
eh Enthalpy defect thickness defined by Eq. (4.12)
Dimensionless dynamic-pressure parameter, 2ga3/MD
µ Dimensionless mass ratio,	 pa/pmh
V Poisson's ratio
P Free-stream mass density
t
1) Panel mass density
m
U Panel axial stress - see Eq.	 (2.5)
T Dimensionless time,	 t(D/pmha 4 ) 1/2
T Fluid shear stress
cu	 Frequency
(')	 Derivative of dimensionless quantity with respect to r
iv
iI. INTRODUCTION
This report presents a summary of the third year's research activity
under NASA Grant NGR 05-020-102, monitored technically by the Nonsteady
Phenomena Branch of Ames Research Center. The goals of this research
program are twofold:
(1) to study in a systematic manner the effects on panel response
and stability of nonlinear, nonviscous aerodynamic loading at
hypersonic Mach numbers, and
(2) to determine theoretically the effects of a turbulent boundary
layer on the aerodynamic loading of an oscillating panel.
The following sections present results from a study of stability and
and postcritical response of a panel of infinite width on hinged supports,
including a critical evaluation of the important nonlinear aerodynamic
terms, and the initial results from the study of the effects of a turbu-
lent boundary layer on the aerodynamic loading of an oscillating panel of
infinite width. A concluding section discusses plans for the next year.
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•II. EFFECTS OF AERODYNAMIC NONLINEARITIES
ON POSTCRITICAL RESPONSE
In Ref. 1 are presented the equations of motion for a panel of infinite
width (a plate-column) on hinged supports with both geometric and aerody-
namic nonlinear terms (see Fig. 1). The panel middle-surface displacement
w(x,t) is approximated in space by a series of assumed modes with time-
dependent modal amplitudes, and a set of second-order quasi-linear ordinary
differential equations in time is derived for these modal amplitudes (cf.
Eqs. (2.14) of Ref. 1). These equations are then integrated from given
initial conditions to produce a time history of the panel displacement.
For values of X greater than the critical value, there is in general
an initial transient, followed by a limit-cycle oscillation of constant
amplitude and frequency. (For certain compressive values of R 	 this
picture is altered somewhat - see Ref. 2.) The effects of nonlinear
aerodynamic loading were evaluated by comparing this limit-cycle frequency
and amplitude to those obtained from a similar integration with linear
aerodynamic loading. It was soon found that only certain of the aerodynamic
nonlinear terms would possibly be significant for parameter ranges anywhere
near those found in practice. On the other hand, the term deemed likely
to be most significant of all the nonlinear ones - that proportional to
(^ w/a x) 2 - does no net work over a cycle if at every point on the panel
the displacement into the flow (+w) is a mirror image of the displacement
into the cavity (-w). It was therefore decided to include in the analysis
the piston-theory aerodynamic term proportional to (a V ax) 3 , which does
work over such a cycle, to be certain that significant effects would not
be left out. The contribution of this term to the pressure difference
i
2
0on the panel is
3
(P-Pc ) cubic	 + 6 
M 
(^x)	 (2.1)
with the contribution to the generalized aerodynamic forces
a	 3
(F z ) k,cubic w -	 +6 M J (a^ sin h--'x
 dx	 (2.2)
0
This expression is readily integrated, with	 (6w/6x)3 written in
terms of the assumed modes, to provide the additional terms in the
equations for the modal amplitudes. With only the terms studied subse-
quently, these equations are
(continued next page)
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•The third summation term above, which is quadratic in the modal amplitudes,
is the generalized force associated with the aerodynamic loading propor-
tional to
	
(aw/ax) 2 . There follow, in order, generalized forces
resulting from the aerodynamic loading proportional to
	 (aw/ax)(crw/bt)
to	 (Yw'/at)2
	
and finally to
	
(0i3/ax) 3 	 The parameters are arranged
so as to illustrate that one new parameter appears with the introduction
of these nonlinear aerodynamic loadings - Mh/a .
The in-plane restraint parameter 	 O;' can be written as follows:
K + - 
Eh
a(l-V2)
This form is used simply to show that O'' is made up of contributions
from two "springs" - one representing the degree of in-plane restraint,
the other representing the panel's own resistance to tension or compres-
sion (without buckling). (See Eq. (2.9) of Ref. 1.) The variation of or'
with	 K is plotted in Fig. 2 for representative values of E,V, and h/a.
4
The postcritical panel response with linear aerodynamic loading was
compared to that with nonlinear aerodynamic loading for various combina-
tions of the nonlinear aerodynamic terms. The parameter Mh/a was for
the most part fixed at 0.05 (say, h/a - 0.005 and M - 10.0).
A typical comparison is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, for 	 550
R - 0 , O:' - 1.0 , and other system parameters given in the cautions.
x
The nonlinear aerodynamic terms used in obtaining Fig. 4 were those propor-
tional to
	 (2w/Ttc) 2	and	 (aw/ax)(aw/at) . These two terms were found
to be the only ones affecting significantly the limit-cycle amplitude and
frequency, at least for realistic values of the system parameters. The
(2.4)
5
term proportional to	 (0-Q/ ; t) 2	would undoubtedly have an effect. if	 µ
were large, as would the term proportional to (?w/?x) 3	if	 Mh/a were
large (say, 1.0 or greater). As can be verified from the figures, the
primary effect of the nonlinear terms is to cause a mean displacement of
the panel into the cavity. This is explained b y the action of the aero-
dynamic term proportional to	 (aw/cX) 2 , which provides an overpressure,
tending co push the panel into the cavity, as a result of any deviation of
the panel from its flat initial position. This effect is further illus-
trated in Fig. 5, which compares the growth in peak limit-cycle amplitudes
at	 x/a - 0.75 as a function of	 ?.	 for linear and nonlinear aerodynamic
loading. For the linear case, of course, the panel oscillates as far out
into the flow as it does into the cavit y ; with nonlinear aerodynamic load-
ing, the peaks into the cavity (negative w) are greater, and those into
the flow (positive w) are less. However, the changes are quite small,
even well into the supercritical regime, and the frequency of the oscilla-
tion is virtually unchanged by the nonlinear aerodynamic loading.
The in-plane restraint parameter O:' is the key parameter governing
the stabilizing influence of the panel geometric nonlinearity. For values
of this parameter less than unity, one might expect the nonlinear aerody-
namic terms to have a greater effect. A linear-nonlinear aerodynamic
comparison is shown in Fig. 6 for	 X - 550 and varying a' . It can
readily be observed that the nonlinear aerodynamic terms do have a rela-
tively greater effect, to the extent that the peak displacement into the
external flow at	 x/a - 0.75 is reduced some 2YA for OP - 0.1. On
the other hand, corresponding peak displacement into the cavity is increased
z)y very little. In sum, the increase of the peak displacement with linear
6
0aerodynamic loading as a' is reduced keeps pace with the increased
effect of nonlinear aerodynamic loading. The frequency is unchanged as
well.
Another important consideration is the changes in stress caused by
nonlinear aerodynamic loading. The stress in the panel can be written
in terms of modal amplitudes and other system parameters as (Ref. 2)
N
U = 
1-V`	 = z E (kii) 2a sin kVx
x	 E(h/a) 2 x	 h k=1
	
k	 a
(2.5)
N
+ R2 + 2 2](kTTak) 2
k=1
The maximum or minimum of Qx at any instant of time occurs for z= +!112
so it is seen that the stress distributions for maximum and minimum stress
will plot as curves symmetric about a mean, the stress due to stretching,
given by the constant terms in Eq. ;71,5). Fig. 7 compares these stress
distributions in the panel, at the instant the displacement at x/a=0.73
reaches a peak, for Q'= 0.1 and X = 550. The maximum tensile and com-
pressive stresses occur at x/a = 0.85, and the nonlinear aerodynamic
loading increases these stresses by at most 5%. For aluminum, E - 107
and V = 1/3 ; with h/a = 0.005 , a stress or	 of 60 corresponds to a
x
dimensional stress Q
x 
of 16,900 psi, which is well below the yield
stresses of approximately 60,000 psi in tension and 40,000 psi Li compression.
To test the accuracy of the numerical integration, the equations of
motion were integrated backward in time with initial conditions given by
the state of the panel at some instant during a previous calculation.
7
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The panel motions with time could then be compared. The parameter in the
numerical-integration subroutine that governs the acceptable relative
error between integration steps was kept small enough so that no signifi-
cant differences arose between integrating forward and backward in time.
A key assumption in the derivation of the panel equations of motion
is that 2
	
(^a/fix)	 is much less than unity. In terms of modal amplitudes,
this is
	
2	 2	 N	 2
( ) _ (a)	 k77ak cos k	 (2.6)
k=1
This distribution was calculated for various large-amplitude panel states.
Generally, the largest values are at x=a ; the largest of these calculated
is approximately 0.01, which was calculated from the mode shape correspond-
ing to the nonlinear-aerodynamic stress distribution of Fig. 7. Values
for other cases and over other portions of the panel are much smaller, so
it is clear that the computed results do not violate this "moderate-rota-
tion" assumption.
It appears therefore that the influence on postcritical response of
nonlinear aerodynamic loading of the type considered here is minor. The
postcritical panel motion is such that terms quadratic in 2v/3X do virtu-
ally no net work over a cycle; the cubic terms, which would do work over a
cycle, are not important unless the parameter Mh/a is unrealistically
large. It was observed, however, that transient motions - such as those
that occur postcritically before the steady-state amplitude and frequency
are attained - were affected markedly by the nonlinear aerodynamic terms.
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6III. EFFECT OF AERODYNAMIC NONLINEARITIES
ON STABILITY
As a result of the observations of Sec. II, it was decided to shift
emphasis to a study of the panel response when the applied in-plane load
is varied across a linear stability boundary, as was done to induce flutter
experimentally (Ref. 3). Incorporating a time-varying in-plane load in
the panel equations of Sec. II is straightforward. The constant in-plane
applied load R
x 
is replaced by a constant load plus a time-varying load
R
XU
(t) , and the potential of the conservative external loads on the panel
becomes (see Eq. (2.4) of Ref. 1)
$e = RxbR + (Rx+R )b0 - Z Kb^	 (3.1)
Subsequent steps follow exactly those described in Sec. II of Ref. 1, with
the final result that the term involving R
x 
in Eq. (2.3) of this report
becomes
2 77 k2[R+(1-0e' )Rxu + 72k2]ax	 k
A typical variation of the in-plane applied load is illustrated in
Fig. 8. The panel is initially set in motion at point A, on the stable
side of the linear stability boundary. Then the in-plane load is decreased
to point B, on the unstable side of the boundary, and held there until the
motion of the panel is established. Finally, the load is increased again
to point A, where the motion of the panel either dies out or reaches a
limit cycle, depending on the influence of the nonlinear aerodynamic terms.
The number of significant nonlinear aerodynamic terms was reduced to
the same two that were described in Sec. II. Fig. 9 presents a time
9
(3.2)
1
6i
history of the displacement at 	 x/a = 0.75 for values of X and in-
plane load corresponding to point A in Fig. 8. In this case the motion
is that which results after the in-plane load has been increased from
the value corresponding to point B in Fig. 8. Thus the energy imparted
to the panel while at point B is sufficient to produce an instability at
point A, where the panel would be stable in the absence of nonlinear
aerodynamic loading. Figures 10-17 illustrate the panel mode shapes at
various moments during the time history of Fig. 9. Note that as the
panel displacement becomes predominantly negative the mode shape undergoes
a transition from that shape usually associated with panel flutter to a
shape similar to the fundamental buckling mode. This is the same behavior
noted in Ref. 2 for panel motions with linear aerodynamic loading in the
region around point C in Fig. 8.
Stress distributions and
2(6a/^)	 distributions were calculated for
points corresponding to the peak negative and peak positive displacements
in Fig. 9. In neither of these cases did the maximum absolute value of
the stress or the maximum value of (mow/cx) 2 exceed the respective
maxima discussed in Sec. II.
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6IV. EFFECT OF AN UNSTEADY BOUNDARY
LAYER ON PANEL FLUTTER
Prior to beginning a theoretical investigation of the effects of
an unsteady boundary layer on panel flutter a study was conducted of
some of the recent publications dealing with viscous effects over fluc-
tuating surfaces. These works cover the period of the past ten years
when most of the definitive efforts to include viscous effects in unsteady
aerodynamics took place.
The theoretical work of Benjamin (Ref. 4) is worth noting as it repre-
sents what appears to be the first effort to include the effects of an actual
boundary-layer profile of velocity in attempting to predict the pressure
and shear stress on an infinite wall with small-amplitude sinusoidal
travelling waves. In considering a two-dimensional incompressible flow
using the analytical tools of hydrodynamic stability theory, he was able
to show that previous idealized models of the boundary layer which treat
the viscous region as an inviscid shear layer are inadequate near the sur-
face where the no-slip condition must be satisfied and at the "critical
layer" where fluid particle speed is equal to the wave speed.
Recent papers by Rattayya and Volk (Ref. 5) and Zeydel (Ref. 6)
attempted to improve upon the earlier shear-flow models of the boundary
layer, where the velocity profile is constant and the pressure is deter-
mined from linearized potential-flow theory. In both of these papers
the authors divided the boundary layer into N thin sublayers where the
velocity and density are assumed constant so that the flow is irrotational
in each layer. Zeydel applied this technique to a finite-chord panel by
use of the Fourier integral and showed how the Ritz-Galerkin technique
].1
^t!-
641
3
could be used to obtain the generalized aerodynamic force acting on the
panel.
Perhaps the most ambitious study to date is the work of McClure
(Ref. 7) who attempted to consider the general problem involving viscosity,
compressibility, and turbulence in a sophisticated analysis that raised
more questions than it answered. In an approximate analysis of the flutter
of a finite panel he used formulas for the pressure due to a travelling
wave. With a two-mode Galerkin analysis he was able to obtain much better
agreement for the flutter boundary with experiments than when using poten-
tial-flow theory.
The current level of physical understanding of the influence of the
boundary layer in aeroelastic calculations is explained by Ashley and
Landahl (Ref. 8). In a discussion devoted to qualitative estimates of
the effect of an attached boundary layer on an unsteady flow, they iden-
tify a quasi-steady increase of body thickness due to the boundary-layer
displacement thickness, a dynamic effect due to rate of change of
displacement thickness, and boundary-layer "compliance" effects, which
are significant in the case of panel flutter, where the outer edge of the
boundary layer does not follow the surface deformations exactly, and where
the boundary layer does not act like a more-or-less rigid extension of
the panel.
After gaining some appreciation for the problems associated with an
analytical investigation of an unsteady boundary layer through familiari-
zation with the pertinent literature, it was decided to attempt a completely
novel approach in order to determine the viscous effects on panel flutter.
The previous efforts in this area are unsatisfactory because the boundary
3
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layer is oversimplified or because the analysis is too complicated to
apply in a practical situation. The idealized models used in the study of
Rattayya and Volk and the report by Zeydel do not reasonably depict the
viscous shear mechanisms and boundary conditions appropriate to viscous
flow, while the asymptotic analysis of McClure is rather difficult to
apply. These shortcomings might best be overcome by using the integral
approach to handle the unsteady turbulent boundary-layer equations in a
manner analogous to the method that has had some degree of success in
predicting viscous effects in steady flow. The work of Rasmussen and
Karamcheti (Ref. 9) in predicting viscous effects in the hypersonic flow
through a nozzle is an example of this method used in steady flow.
The following problem will be studied: The surface pressure dis-
tribution over an oscillating panel of finite chord a and infinite
span is to be determined by simultaneously solving for the turbulent
boundary layer adjacent to the panel and the inviscid flow in the remain-
der of the fluid region. We assume that the panel transverse displacement
w(x,t) is a known function of axial position, x , and time, t , and we
would like to predict the resulting pressure distribution in the presence
i
of an unsteady boundary layer of thickness 6(x,t) to be determined in
the course of the analysis. The pressure distribution thus found is to
be compared to what would be predicted by unsteady potential-flow theory.
The flow geometry and Cartesian coordinate system are shown in Fig. 18.
A set of integral conservation equations that applies to the region of the
turbulent boundary layer y 5 6(x,t)	 can be obtained from the differ-
ential form of the boundary-layer equations written for laminar flow.
Since the velocity and enthalpy profiles do not explicitly appear in the
13
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integral equations, these integral forms of the equations apply to lami-
nar and turbulent boundary layers alike provided no statement is made
about the stress at the panel surface, T s , or the heat flux at the
surface, q
s
The differential form of the boundary-layer equations used as the
starting point for the analysis is written below:
at + & (Pu) + ^ (pv) = 0	 (4.1)
at (pu) + 3x (Pu2 ) + by ( puv) _ - a + by
	
(4.2)
akby
 = 0	 (leading to p = p(x,t))	 (4.3)
Energy:
T (ph0 ) + -F (Puh O ) + ay (PvhO ) = - + i (ru -q)
	
(4.4)
where the variables are defined in the Nomenclature.
The integral form of the boundary-layer equations can be found by
integrating the differential equations with respect to y from the panel
surface w to the edge of the thickest viscous layer adjacent to the
panel surface. In actuality there are two layer thicknesses to consider;
the velocity thickness Lv , which relates to the frictional effects, and
the thermal thickness A , which relates to heat-transfer effects. For
the moment let us assume that 0 is the larger of the two and use
y - b - w + L as the upper limit of integration. The boundary conditions
for the integration are
ti
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•u(x,w,t) = 0	 u(x,b,t) = ue(x,t)
v(x,w,t) - v s (x,t) _	 (known)	 v(x,6,t) = ve(x,t)
T(x,w,t) = T s	 p(x,b,t)
	 pe(x,t)
q(x,w,t) = q s	 h0(x,6,t) = ho (x, t)
e
p(x,w,t)	 ps(x,t)	 T(x,b,t) = q( x,b,t) = 0
ho(xo w l t ) = ho (x,t)	 P(x,6,t) - pe (x,t) = ps(x,t)
s
where the subscript "s" indicates conditions at the moving panel surface
and the subscript "e" denotes conditions at the unsteady boundary-layer
t edge. The integration is assumed to take place at a given instant of
time as well as at a fixed axial coordinate x so that integrals of the
form
°
f
b
 29 dy	, where Q = Q(x,y,t) , some fluid variable,
w(x,t)
can be written immediately as Q
e	 a
(x,t) - Q(x,t) . In order to handle
integrals of the form
6(x,t)	 b(x,t)
J	
dy	 and f 	 8Q dy
w(x,t)	 w(x,t)
we employ an extension or the Leibnitz rule to handle integrals that
depend on more than one parameter. The appropriate formula is given by
Osgood (Ref. 10) and can be written in the present notation as
3
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6b(x,t)	 b
a /'J	 Q(y;x,t)dy - .f ^ dy + Q(b;x,t) 6 - Q(w;x,t) ^
w(x,t)	 w
b
_	 ab	 ow
he dy J Qe TX - Q s tic
w
6(x,t)	 b
T f	 Q(y;x,t)dy = J tdy  + Q(6;x,t) at - Q(w;x,t)
w(x ,t)	 w
b
at dy + Qe 16t  - Qsys
w
where the limits w and b are considered constants for the integrals
on the right -hand sides of the equations. Application of these formulas
to the integral form of the boundary - layer equations yields the following
result:
(Pebl)+
bp
at	 & 
(peue b*) - ^[^ + 
ax 
eue ) J + pe (ve -v s -ue ) (4.7)
* 
au
"Ft (peue	 Fb* ) - ue-(Pe61) + Peue6 6x + 6x (peue8)
(4.8)
= P I+ueIT	
P
+p dx
e	 J+Ts
e
(4.5)
(4.6)
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i
aho 	 aho
[ pe ( h0 - h0 )bhj - ( h0 - h0 ) a ( Pe b l ) + pebl ats + 
peueb* be
e	 s	 e	 s
(4.9)
	
6h 	 aho	 ap
+	 [ p eu e ( hoe - h0s ) e
 h ] - Pe [ ate + ue axe - e at j	 qs
The following relations define the displacement thickness b*
the momentum thickness 8 the enthalpy thickness 8h , and two additional
thickness variables resulting from the fact that the boundary layer is
unsteady:
b
8 `^ = f (1-pu) dy	 (4.10)
p	
pe e
6
8 = f^u (1- u!u > dy	 (4.11)
P ue	 ae	 .
w
fp	
0
h 
	
puu- (1 h -0s ) dy	 (4.12)
p	
e e	 Oe 0s
r
b 	 ^
61 = J (1- p ) dy	 (4.13)
w
Pe
b	 p(h0-h0 )
bh = f (1- p (h -hs ))dy	 (4.14)
w	 e 0
e 0s
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0In order to solve for the panel surface pressure distribution the
integral boundary-layer equations must be supplemented by additional
equations governing the inviscid flow outside the boundary layer as well
as relations for T s and q  and information for the boundary layer
profiles of velocity, density, and total enthalpy. Appropriate boundary
conditions must also be specified. A suitable panel displacement ampli-
tude function might be
'is in kx ,	 O s x s a
with additional statements for the remaining variables to be determined.
w(x)
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In connection with hypersonic aerodynamic nonlinearities, the next
year's activity will focus on the stability problem. It has already been
demonstrated in certain cases that the energy imparted to the panel while
fluttering near a linear stability boundary is sufficient to cause an
unstable response on the stable side of such a boundary. It would be of
interest to fix the initial conditions and see how the linear stability
boundary is altered, and then to survey the changes in the altered stabil-
ity boundary brought about by varying key parameters, such as CY' or
Mh/a . When this work is completed, the equations will be extended to
include rotational edge restraint, up to and including clamped edges.
Work begun on the integral formulation of the unsteady boundary-layer
problem for a panel of infinite span will be continued, with the intent
of obtaining a mathematically determinate set of equations that can be
solved to give the effect of the boundary layer on surface pressure.
Some elementary examples will be studis-! to provide familiarity with the 	 -
integral approach and to test its generality in predicting viscous effects
on surface pressures. A suitable starting point, for example, would be
the incompressible flow over a semi-infinite flat plate, or the floe over
a small-amplitude rigid wavy wall.
19
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Figure 2. In-plane restraint spring K versus in-plane restraint
parameter CY' for h/a = 0.005, E = 10 7 , v = 1/3.
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w at x/a - 0.75 versus in-plane restraint parameter Oil,
for X = 550. Other parameters and curve legend same as
in Fig. 5.
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